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Packaged Goods

We construct brands and packaged goods with messages that consumers relate to and celebrate with 
engagement. Today’s consumer is savvy and more refined, which is why our designs push the envelope on 
innovative breaking through the clutter.

We hope you enjoy this content and evok’s commitment to effective package design. If you would ever like 
to be a guest writer or suggest blogs for us to write, please contact us at info@evokad.com.
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Online shopping is on the rise and many stores and malls across America are closing. Many factors contribute 
to consumers turning to online shopping, including saving time and money, especially since online shopping 
has gotten easier and more hassle free than ever before. 

It used to be that you would have to wait a week to receive your online purchases and the cost to return it 
would not even be worth your time or money. Amazon has changed all of that with next day shipping and 
requiring their suppliers offer free returns. The easier it is for consumers to order online, try out the items and 
return them if they don’t like them, the more they will trust shopping online.

Pros and Cons
Moms do a lot of the shopping and, at times, it is very hard to leave the house with the little ones in tow. 
Online shopping makes for a great alternative for their shopping needs. They can also use their mobile devices 
when in a car line or watching soccer practice to get those shoes for school their child needed or even order 
groceries that will be delivered to their front door. Moms also like to use shopping apps and coupon apps to 
save money and receive alerts on the items they shop for the most. 

Online, they can easily search different sites for the perfect item instead of driving to different stores. This 
ultimately saves time and money, but the one thing they miss is the in-store experience. Many women use 
shopping as a way to have social interaction with friends and with store employees. They enjoy asking others 
for opinions and the ability to see, touch, and feel the item. The appeal of shopping in the store is also in the 
beautiful displays and looking at items that you didn’t know you were interested in. People spend 40% more 
than planned while in an actual store as opposed to only 25% more spent when shopping online. The other 
benefits to shopping in the store are that you take your items home immediately for instant gratification and 
you also can make easy returns at the store.

Store Strategy
Stores have been struggling to keep up with online shops since Amazon started 23 years ago, but things 
continue to get worse. Many large chain stores are closing their doors and selling online only. Stores need 
to find new reasons for people to shop in their stores, use promotions, demonstrations, and events to get 
them in the door.

Pricing is a little tricky and it is hard to price your online items the same as your in-store items because the 
overhead is higher in the store and you would never make money. Retailers should look at pricing like the 
airlines and Target does. They have different prices for different locations, and different prices depending on 
when an item is purchased. That being said, retailers should also always say yes if asked to match the price. 
Think of these times as a sort of coupon for these customers and all customers will not ask to price match. 

The female demographic still mostly chooses the brick and mortar location as they love the 
touch and feel and social part of shopping. Males, along with young people, also love the 
instant gratification of shopping in a store. Online shopping is good for everyone with the 
time and cost savings and is expected to grow in the next few years, but nothing beats the 
old-fashioned shopping experience.

THE RISE OF  
ONLINE SHOPPING
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All successful brands have distinctive packaging that sets them apart from the competition. Packaging is an 
important extension of your brand and, if done incorrectly, it can lead to lost sales and failure of your product. 

Apple and Coca Cola, the most well-known brands, make sure their logo, colors, and brand culture are the 
same from their products to their advertising to their packaging; as a result, when a consumer sees their 
products they recognize it right away. Consumers buy products they recognize, so consistent packaging 
needs to reinforce your brand’s message. 

Importance of Packaging
Packaging is oftentimes your product’s first impression—consumers see the packaging first and it is then you 
sell them or not. There can be two identical products on a shelf and the packaging will determine which one is 
chosen. This can make or break a new product. 

The packaging is no longer just a box to hold and protect the product—it contributes to the marketability, 
trust, and image of its brand. Sometimes a brand is so successful with their marketing efforts that consumers 
can identify the product just by looking at the package. Take, for example, the Heinz ketchup bottle—if you 
take the name off, consumers still know it is Heinz ketchup. The packaging becomes the product. 

Social media has made it difficult to earn and keep the trust of customers and even harder to keep them loyal 
to your brand. This is due to all the reviews and discussions that people can have about your product, and 
negative reviews can affect your brand perception. Your package needs to convey to your customers why 
your brand is special and why they should try it. Marketers need to continuously research and evaluate the 
packaging to make sure it is an extension of the brand and make changes as needed.

Packaging Must Haves
Personal care products are very competitive and packaging is crucial for these companies. Packaging for  
these products must make them stand out through colors, shapes, and ad copy. 

They have to find a way to be special, like adding that they are eco-friendly and chemical-free. Today’s 
consumers are more environmentally aware and are looking for “greener” options, so recyclable materials,  
PET, and HDPE bottles can promote loyalty and trust in the brand. 

For some products, the packaging is so important that the package costs more to make than the actual 
product. A consumer’s perception of your product comes from the package—if you have a quality package, 
they think your product is of good quality. When designing your packaging, here are some more important 
items to consider:

USING YOUR BRAND AND 
PACKAGING TOGETHER 
TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
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1. �The package must be strong enough to protect your product during transport and keep it safe until use. 

2. �Packaging needs to be a light as possible—heavier packaging will increase transport and shipping costs.

3. �Brand and manufacturer information must be prominent on the packaging with all the product’s 
information legible to the consumer.

4. �Keep the packaging distinctive and creative by using unique colors, materials, and shapes.

5. �The shape of the packaging cannot be too crazy as the product needs to be shelved and displayed for 
easy accessibility. 

6. �Include logos and slogans.

7. �Packaging must be eye catching.

8. �The package must keep the product safe and fresh for the duration of its shelf life.

As your packaging is a salesperson for your product and brand, it should be the best it can be. 
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It’s 8:30 pm and you’re just now getting home from work after a long day. You’re starving and cooking up 
a meal from scratch is out of the question but your lack of time isn’t an excuse to settle for a lack of flavor 
or nutrition. What do you reach for? A few years back, the idea of heating up a frozen dinner sounded like a 
quick way to undo a day of healthy eating. But with the significant shift in food trends towards freshness and 
quality, frozen foods have started to heat up as a healthy alternative to quick service.

Grocery markets have taken a recent turn in fashion from not only catering to busy moms and dads, but to 
Millennials who are hungry for a solution to their independent lifestyles and diverse tastes. Foodies are driven 
by worldwide flavor profiles and fresh ingredients and many manufacturers of frozen foods are taking action. 
As manufacturers sizzle up their marketing strategy, it is of no surprise the ecommerce sales of frozen foods 
increased 13 percent by the end of last year.

Natural Always Wins
Marketers are looking to the frozen aisle to satisfy customers’ desire for more natural foods without added 
preservatives while avoiding the “junk food” aesthetic. According to the International Food Information 
Council in Washington, DC, the sale of frozen food, including the word “natural” on their packaging, has 
increased. Consumers look for recognizable, wholesome ingredients in their meal choices. Nowadays, the 
nutrition facts panel determines whether the consumer decides to purchase the product or keep walking. 
Moving these flash terms like “natural” and “fresh” to the front of the packaging can help secure a sale by 
giving the consumer a sense of security in their meal choice. Many have also introduced new diet trends like 
“gluten-free” or “paleo,” which have also started to make an appearance on package faces.

Choosing Frozen for Flavor and Freshness
The argument stands firm that frozen foods can be marketed as just as flavorful and nutritious as their fresh 
counterparts. USDA physiologist Dr. Gene Lester told Eating Well magazine that some frozen vegetables 
may be considered just as (if not more) nutritious frozen as they are raw. Frozen fruit is becoming a popular 
addition to shopping carts, as their sale increased 35 percent online in 2015. Fruit is a perfect example of 
packaging approach to all-natural ingredients, as many fruits can be preserved with little to no additives 
at the peak of their freshness, and their wrappings reflect the simple nutrition inside. Callouts to “fresh” 
qualities on packaging can become a real success for frozen food manufacturers looking to preserve a spicy 
or cultural-specific flavor profile. Frozen foods can better preserve spices and marinades in meats, which 
helps a consumer to stretch the time period they have a flavorful meal on hand. In-store advertisements and 
circulations that nod to the “fresh” nature of a frozen meal can direct consumers towards the product, since a 
frozen meal satisfies their desire to stick to their diet plan, but still have dinner ready in under 30 minutes.

HOW THE FROZEN AISLE 
IS STANDING UP TO THE 
HEAT OF FOOD TRENDS
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The Convenience Factor
As always, Americans are becoming increasingly busy as the workday increases and time at home decreases. 
Many millennial minds work double hours, straddling school and work, and few have the time to plan or prep 
meals ahead. Manufacturers have capitalized on this idea by marketing fresh foods that can be made quickly 
as a meal, or that can be paired with foods that are already prepared. The freezer aisle offers a helping hand 
for the home cook with the same ingredients that they might use themselves. Additionally, foods that are 
labor intensive to make or recipes that are far outside the usual fare become accessible with frozen foods. 
Hispanic and Latino food is extremely popular in the American market, and makes a firm stand in most 
grocery freezer aisles already. Competition for that square foot of freezer space can be challenging for many 
smaller companies to buy out, but foods that include the aforementioned freshness and brand awareness can 
begin to knock competitors off the shelves.

Manufacturers can look ahead at the frozen food market as a resource. If brands position frozen foods as 
a pause on nature’s ripening process, they can keep up with the pace of freshness and quality trends in 
the market. The convenience and diversity of frozen foods can feed a business opportunity—despite the 
challenges of shelf space in the packaged food industry.
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Consumer demand for good product design is driving the phenomenal success of Apple’s iPod, Target  
stores and even a wastebasket – namely, the Garbo, designed by Karim Rashid for Umbra. Manufacturers  
who ignore the importance of industrial design do so at their peril, sure to be overtaken by competitors 
whose products may be equal in quality but superior in eye appeal. Our in-house industrial designer  
(and multiple International CES Innovations award winner) offers the following advice:

Consider the end-user’s needs. When developing a product, make it easy for the consumer to use. A clean 
interface typically manifests itself as good design – a basic principle known as “form follows function.”

Also consider your materials. Returning to that popular wastebasket, Rashid’s use of polypropylene in 
translucent colors provides the ideal complement to its sleek lines. Contrasting textures can create further 
visual interest – especially helpful for products that don’t offer much room for design innovations.

Keep in your target market’s cultural loop. Being aware of trends in music, fashion, entertainment and 
lifestyles will inform product design. Know how members of your target market see themselves, and your 
product will be able to enhance their self-image (and perhaps even social status, as owners of a certain 
portable digital music player can testify).

If you are not a member of the demographic group to whom you’re marketing, talk to people who are. 
Get input from consumers through your website, as well as such face-to-face opportunities as event 
sponsorships. Meet with members of your sales staff who fit the demographic to learn what they’re  
hearing from retailers and their peers.

Keep up with technical improvements in materials and tooling that allow you to economically bring good 
design to market. When form follows function, so do profits.

POWERING UP  
PRODUCT DESIGN 
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You may be introducing a breakthrough product at your industry’s major trade show – a product that 
represents an industry and/or technological “first” destined to change the face of the industry. But be sure 
your advertising and marketing effectively positions your product so that its significance is clear, or it could 
get lost among the tens of thousands of other products being unveiled.

At the Shows:
• �Give the product prominent booth real estate. Place it at the focal point of the booth, providing enough 

“space” around the display so it stands apart. A separate stand with signage behind and/or above will draw 
additional attention.

• �Instruct booth personnel to steer visitors to the product, describe it and supply sell sheets and other collateral.
• �Schedule a press conference to introduce the product. You’ll have most of the industry’s major reporters in 

one place at the same time – an advantage in conveying the product’s importance and ensuring that those 
who want products for review will receive them quickly.

In Print Ads:
• �Introduce the product with its own campaign – if it has the same look as your usual branding ad, your  

target audience may not realize it’s a breakthrough product.
• �Describe what makes the product a breakthrough in straightforward terms. What problem does it solve? 

What does it make possible that no previous product has made possible?

On Your Website:
• �Put the product on the Home page and treat it like the major event that it is – big picture, big headline  

and big excitement. Include links to media coverage. Hold a contest to take consumer buzz and demand  
to the next level.

BREAKING THROUGH 
WITH BREAKTHROUGH 
PRODUCTS
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Those who manufacture, sell and/or install 12-volt accessories have probably heard some segments of their 
target market referred to as “kids.” The next time you hear this word – or catch yourself about to say it – stop 
the speaker or stop yourself. If you use it to describe the people you’re trying to sell to, you’re doomed (while 
we’re on the topic of semantics, we could use a stronger word, but this is a family-friendly Quick Tip).

The words you choose to describe a person, or group of people, convey what you think of them – and 
consequently, how you deal with them. So let’s take a close look at this seemingly innocuous word and see 
what its use infers.

“Kids” are not your equal. They are not worth taking seriously. They are inexperienced and ignorant. And that’s 
at best. At worst, “Kids” are nuisances who should be anyplace other than wherever you are. They can come 
back when they achieve your level of wisdom and sophistication.

By now, the issue should be apparent. Even those who profess efforts to reach the “Kids” on their own 
demographic ground have already failed because they’re talking down to those they’re supposedly trying 
to connect with. And these insightful consumers know it, even if they never encounter the actual word in 
advertising or marketing, or from the retail sales associate. As they well know, it’s all about attitude – and a 
dismissive word like “Kids” provokes entirely the wrong one on every level.

Despite however many years may separate you from your consumers, take the opposite stance from the third 
paragraph of this Quick Tip. Treat them with respect. Recognize their already-substantial knowledge and 
encourage their enthusiasm about the installation scene – and your products and/or services. If you wait for 
“Kids” to “grow up” before you consider them worthy, chances are they won’t come back.

DON’T SELL TO KIDS


